Abstract. Based on joint parameter and robot configuration, the Lagrange and Kane dynamics modeling are established for the 4-DOF modular industrial robot in this paper. The planning mission was performed in the Lagrange dynamics modeling and Kane dynamics modeling by simulation software. The simulation results shown that the Kane model is better than the Lagrange model in the 4-DOF robot. And the Kane model has better execution effect when the joint torque is greater.
Introduction
With the rising number of industrial robot installed, modular industrial robots have achieved high-speed development. Dynamic model has great effect on the dynamic characteristics of robot. Dynamic modeling method have many methods, such as Newton-Euler method [1] , Lagrange method [2] , Kane method [3] [4] , the principle of virtual work method [5] , screw and dual-number method [6] , etc. Based on the 4-Dof modular robot, respectively, establish the Lagrange dynamic model and Kane dynamic model under the condition of the same task, and get the simulation results in the paper. Then the paper compare the difference between joint torques-time, and analyze the optimization problem of dynamic characteristics about modular industrial robots to determine which model is more suitable for 4-Dof modular industrial robots.
The input parameters
The modeling is based on the modular joints from the experiment. The dimensions of joint module are , and joint weight(m1~m4) is 13.00kg, the effective length of link module is 54mm, and its weight is 0.8kg. Because of the symmetrical design, barycentric position of the joints are all in the geometric center. The configuration of joint module is shown in Figure 1 . Z1~Z4 show the cartesian coordinate system of joints, and Generalized displacement is equal to the value of L. Thus the inertia tensor matrix I can calculated in Proe software, and the Pseudo inertia matrix can calculated by the inertia tensor matrix.
All joints are in the same plan in initial conditions. Z1~Z4 shows the cartesian coordinate system of joints, and generalized displacement is shown by L. The total height of the robot is 1094 mm. The weight of rotating joint module is 13.00kg, and the weight of link module is 0.80kg. The highest rotating speed can be reached 25rpm.
Task input parameters:
It make the input condition by the conclusion about one typical mission planning. It means that angular velocity (i=1~4) and angular acceleration (i=1~4) are known. The conclusion of mission planning is shown in Figure 2 . And Figure 2 shown the curves of angular displacement for each joint. Angular velocity was gained from derivative of the curves of angular displacement. The max angular displacement is 0.7rad, the max angular velocity is 1.30rad.
The angular displacement curve obtained from mission planning in ,the parameters needed in modeling are quality, generalized displacement and inertia tensor matrix. Modeling results are shown in Figure 4 .
After taking the input condition to the Lagrange model the equations are shown as follows:
After taking the input condition to the Kane model the equations are shown as follows:
The simulation results:
With inputting the angular displacement and speed of Figure 2 to the Lagrange and Kane model, respectively, the torque -time curve of 4-Dof modular industrial robot from Lagrange method is as shown in Figure 3 , and its maximum torque value appeared in 1 joints; the torquetime curve from Kane method is as shown in Figure 4 , and its maximum torque value appeared in 2 joints. 
Conclusions
The joint of new structure design has a better performance parameter. Output torque and Max speed is increased by means of different Brushless DC-Servomotor and harmonic reducer in limited interspace. The repeated positioning accuracy is not reduced when output torque and Max speed are increased. So it is an effective design method in structure deign about modular joint in modular robot.
